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Introduction

Welcome to the first post in a series of articles exploring the nature and importance of documenting

processes for effective Software Asset Management (SAM) in an organisation. We will share our key

tips for process design, based on our experience in a variety of industries.

The first process we will be looking at is the Software Request Process. A well-designed process for

software requests allows individual end-users and projects to gain timely access to software for which

there is a business need, while controlling cost and managing the risk of software non-compliance. It

can also bring other long-term benefits to the business, such as:

We have outlined some of our design tips below:

Enhancing the general experience and perception of IT for users;

Improving software demand forecasting capabilities in the business.

Facilitating software licence usage efficiency through re-harvesting; and

Reducing support and operational costs;

Simplifying technology upgrades;

1. Align with all stakeholders

If you want your designed software request process to be effectively implemented in your business

you cannot create it in isolation. A clearly documented process-flow will not be effective if it does not

align with the current processes and structure of the different business service lines it includes.

Procurement, Security, Release Management, End User Computing and the SAM team should all

provide input into the process for it to be effective.

2. Keep the process light!

WE often come across a software request process with too many steps and approvers spread across

too many business areas. Apply the 80-20 rule and do not focus on exception cases. Unless you are

designing a complex automated procedure (the potential benefits of which we will look at in a

moment), start high-level. First: consider your key business areas that will need to be involved.

These may include, but not be limited to your customer, ideally your centralised SAM team (or if not,

your SAM representatives), and the other business service lines mentioned in tip 1. The process itself

should follow four core stages:
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You should then consider the minimum requirement for approval steps within the process. For

example, a security approval step may be required for a software product not currently deployed

within the organisation.

3. Focus on speed

A key performance measure on the success of your newly designed process is more than likely going

to be the speed of execution. In today’s world, people want software at their fingertips, as if they

were downloading an app on their phone. This should be considered from the beginning of the design

stage. If your process includes too many approval steps or manual tasks, then this is likely to slow

the overall process down.

4. Remove red tape

In line with focusing on speed, a process is unlikely to be successful if there are too many steps to go

through or forms to complete, for both the customer and the SAM function. Keep barriers between

humans and software data as small as possible, in line with security initiatives to allow speed of

execution. Thinking outside of the box will improve the process: it may be possible to obtain

retrospective approvals from the business if an audit trail is required or educate your users that their

business units will be charged for all requested software, so it is their responsibility to obtain approval

before submitting a request.

5. Consider automation

Finally, as touched upon, there are tools and platforms out there that offer the capability of

automating many of the steps involved in a software request process. These offer features such as

integration with your SAM tool to identify licence availability, the ability to automatically notify

relevant stakeholders at the appropriate approval stages and integration with automated software

installation systems, significantly reducing the number of human hours needed for this process.

Conclusion

In this bulletin we have run you through some considerations when designing a software request

process to enhance the SAM function at your business. Whilst these are principles that can be

followed across a range of industries, the nature of the exact steps of this process should be written

with the bespoke needs of your business’ IT function in mind. For more information, please feel free

to drop us a note at UKSAM@deloitte.co.uk.
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